
Introduction

!e destruction level of Hasanlu Period IVB has pro-
vided archaeologists with a rare glimpse of a specific 
moment in time—a Pompeian horizon from which 
surrounding chronological and spatial contexts can 
be deduced. !e thousands of artifacts that have been 
extracted from this layer provide many possibilities 
for understanding the behavioral and socio-political 
history of northwestern Iran in the late 9th century 
BC. Given the violent nature of the sacking of Hasan-
lu at the hands of a still-unidentified foe or foes, it is 
not surprising that weaponry makes up a large part 
of the archaeological assemblage. Previous studies of 
this category of artifact (Dyson 1964; de Schauensee 
1988:54–55; Muscarella 1989; Pigott 1989) have pro-
vided useful information on both the chronology of 
the site and the possible identification of the groups 
involved in the tragic battle captured so gruesomely 
by the buildings’ collapse. As the artifact class most 
likely to have been developed quickly by competing 
polities who then used their armaments as visual sym-
bols of their own elite status, weaponry o"ers one of 
the best potential avenues for exploring questions of 
intercultural relations, technological innovation, and 
group identities.
 Hasanlu provides one of the largest stratigraphi-
cally controlled corpuses of proto-historic weaponry 
from the Iron Age of Southwest Asia. !us, this cor-
pus has the potential to shed new light on the vari-
ous studies of weapons from clandestine excavations 

in northern and western Iran published by Godard 
(1931), Moorey (1974), DeWaele (1982), Haerinck 
(1988), Khorasani (2006), and others. Despite some 
early attention paid to the weapons and armaments 
found at Hasanlu (e.g., Dyson 1964), a catalogue of 
the Iron Age II (1100–ca. 800 BC) blade-type weap-
onry (swords, daggers, spearheads, and arrowheads) 
has not previously been published. !is chapter pres-
ents the corpus of copper/bronze, iron, bone, and lith-
ic blade-type weapons from all proto-historic periods 
at Hasanlu in order to help facilitate future discussions 
on the development of armaments in this region, the 
evidence for long-distance contact in Period IVB and 
preceding periods, and the potential characters at play 
in the sacking and defense of Hasanlu.

Classification of the Blade-type 
Weapons1

 In any typology of blade-type weapons, di"er-
entiating large arrowheads from small spearheads or 
daggers from shortswords is not an easy task and re-
quires the setting of a certain number of arbitrary defi-
nitions (Table 6.1). !e classification used here derives 
from an unpublished catalogue of the iron artifacts 
from Hasanlu compiled by Pigott (1992, Hasanlu Ar-
chives). In order to construct the typology presented 
in this chapter, !ornton went back to the artifacts in 
the University of Pennsylvania Museum and the draw-
ings/photographs in the Hasanlu Archives.
 For the purposes of this study, arrowheads and 
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sword/dagger blades from the Hasanlu Period IVB lev-
el are distinguished from spearheads by the presence 
of a tang for hafting as opposed to a socket. !e only 
exception to this definition is a group of arrowheads 
that have socketed hafts (see below). !e use of sockets 
as a defining characteristic of spearheads is specific to 
the Iron Age of northern Iran; tanged copper/bronze 
spearheads were more common than socketed spear-
heads in this region before the late 2nd millennium 

BC. In order to di"erentiate large tanged arrowheads 
from small dagger blades, an arbitrary maximum 
blade length of 8–9 cm for arrowheads was set based 
on personal observation of the Hasanlu weaponry.
 !e distinction between dagger, shortsword, 
and sword blades is more di#cult. For the purposes 
of this study, a dagger is defined as a stabbing weapon 
with a blade length of less than 20 cm. A sword is de-
fined as a slashing weapon with a blade length greater 

Table 6.1. Key to the Typology of the Hasanlu IVB Blade-type Weapons

Arrowheads = tanged blades of length less than 8–9 cm or socketed blades of similar length with 
a socket less than 1 cm in diameter
Type I = non-barbed/non-winged !at (uniplanar) blades
 IA = angular shoulder (Fig. 6.2)
 IB = round shoulder (Fig. 6.3)
  -IB special 1
  -IB special 2
 IC = socketed haft (Fig. 6.4, top)
Type II = barbed/winged !at (uniplanar) blades
 IIA = single set of barbs (Fig. 6.5, top)
  -IIA1 = blade tapers straight from shoulder to point
  -IIA2 = second rounded shoulder at mid-blade
 IIB = more than one set of barbs (Fig. 6.5, bottom)
  -IIB1 = all barbs in single plane
  -IIB2 = second set of barbs set perpendicular to plane of blade (diplanar)
Type III = non-barbed/non-winged solid blades (bolts) (Fig. 6.6, top)
 IIIA = circular cross-section
 IIIB = rectangular or square cross-section

Spearheads = socketed blades with a socket of greater than 1 cm in diameter
Type I = solid blade of circular or rectangular cross-section (pike)
 IA = without a shoulder (Fig. 6.10, top)
 IB = with a shoulder (Fig. 6.10, bottom)
  -I special 1
  -I special 2
 IC = heavy !at blade with a square chisel-like point (wedge) (Fig. 6.12)
  -IC special 1
Type II = !at (uniplanar) blade
 A = mid-rib
 B = mid-ridge
 C = !at blade
 1 = angular shoulder
 2 = rounded shoulder
  -IIA1 (Fig. 6.16)
  -IIA2 (Fig. 6.17)
  -IIA2 special
  -IIB1 (Fig. 6.18, top)
  -IIB2 (Fig. 6.18, bottom)
  -IIC1 (Fig. 6.19, top)
  -IIC2 (Fig. 6.19, bottom)
  -IIC2 special
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than 30 cm. Shortswords, which fall somewhere be-
tween these two definitions, can also be considered 
elongated daggers or dirks. Eleven hilts were found 
without associated blades. In these cases, the distinc-
tion between dagger, sword, and shortsword was made 
through comparison with hilts still attached to a blade. 
Many iron blade fragments without a tang or a socket 
were found. !ese could not be classified and are not 

included in this study. In contrast, large, mid-ribbed 
blade fragments made of copper/bronze were identifi-
able as spearheads. Based upon available Museum col-
lections and artifact information in the Hasanlu Ar-
chives, 681 arrowheads, 420 spearheads, 22 swords, 
28 daggers, and 21 shortswords could be identified 
among the more than 12,000 artifacts found in the 
Hasanlu IVB destruction level.

Table 6.1 cont’d. 

Type III = !at (uniplanar) blade less than 8–9 cm in length but with a socketed haft greater 
than 1 cm in diameter (Fig. 6.4, bottom)

Dagger/Sword Blades = tanged blades greater than 8–9 cm in length
Type I = mid-ribbed
  -IA = rounded mid-rib
  -IB = !attened or trapezoidal mid-rib
Type II = mid-ridged
Type III = !at
Type IV = grooved blade

Dagger/Sword Hilts = guard, grip, and pommel
Type I = guard wraps around edge of base of blade
 Guards:
 A = crescent-shaped guard
 B = square-cornered guard
 Grips:
 1 = solid, one piece with guard
2 = series of rings abutting guard
  -IA1 (Fe) (Fig. 6.22)
  -IA2 (Fe w/ Fe rings) (Fig. 6.23)
  -IA2 (Fe w/ Cu/Br rings) (Fig. 6.23)
  -IA2 (Cu/Br w/ stone rings) (Fig. 6.23)
  -IB1 (Cu/Br) (Fig. 6.24)
  -IB1 (Fe) (Fig. 6.24)
Type II = guard abuts base of blade but does not overlap edges
Construction: A = guard, grip, and pommel are all one piece
 B = made to look compartmented but actually one piece
Inlaying: 1 = !anged or riveted for grip inlays
 2 = solid handle without grip inlays
Style: a = straight grip, simple guard
 b = !ared grip, distinguished guard
 c = straight grip, hourglass guard
  -IIA1a (Fe) (Fig. 6.26)
  -IIA1b (Cu/Br) (Fig. 6.27, left)
  -IIA1b (Fe) (Fig. 6.27, left)
  -IIA1c (Fe) (Fig. 6.27, right)
  -IIA2 (Cu/Br) (Fig. 6.28)
  -IIA2 (Au) (Fig. 6.28)
  -IIB (Cu/Br) (Fig. 6.29)
  -IIB (Fe) (Fig. 6.29)
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Arrowheads

 As stated above, arrowheads in this study are de-
fined as having a blade length shorter than 8–9 cm 
and either a solid tang or a socket of less than 1 cm 
in diameter. !e arrowheads with socketed hafts are 
di"erentiated from small spearheads by the inner di-
ameter of the socket: arrowhead sockets are defined as 
less than 1 cm in diameter, while spearhead sockets 
are greater than 1 cm in diameter. Unlike most other 
weapon types discussed in this chapter, the 681 arrow-
heads excavated from the Hasanlu IVB level are made 
from a number of di"erent materials, including iron 
(637), bone (23), copper/bronze (20), and siliceous 
stone (1), and are diverse in blade form and style (Plate 
6.1, Color Plate 6.1).
 !e arrowheads from all periods can be divided 
typologically into four types:

PL.  6.1      A  selection  of  arrowheads  from  
the  Period  IVB  destruction  level  (left  to  
right:  HAS  62-1086a,  UPM  93-4-119  [iron,  
Type  IB];  HAS  74-269,  unk.  [copper/
bronze,  Type  IIA1];  HAS  62-991,  UPM  
63-5-154  [iron,  Type  IIB1];  HAS  74-40,  T  
[iron,  Type  IB];  HAS  62-842,  T  [flint,  Type  
IIA1];  HAS  72-60,  UPM  73-5-210  [bone,  
Type  IIIB]).  UPM  neg.  no.  62-SL100

PL.  6.2      A  selection  of  Type  IA  and  IB  iron  arrowheads  found  
in  and  around  BB  IE,  BB  IW,  and  BB  II  (clockwise  from  top  
right:  HAS  59-705a-c,  UPM  60-20-195,T;  HAS  59-503a-b,  T;  
HAS  59-624a,  UPM  60-20-196;  HAS  59-960,  UPM  60-20-193;  
HAS  59-536,  UPM  60-20-197).  UPM  neg.  no.  78107:31
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Type I: flat, non-barbed/non-winged blades (leaf 
shaped)
Type II: flat, barbed and/or winged blades
Type III: solid, non-barbed/non-winged blades (bolts)
Type IV: solid, barbed and/or winged blades (Period 
III only).
 Like the typologies for spearheads and swords/
daggers, the typology for arrowheads was developed 
on the basis of the artifacts housed in the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropol-
ogy and the field notes of the Hasanlu Project Archives. 
However, much of the rubric derives from the classifi-
cation used by Derin and Muscarella (2001:190–91) 
for the Iron Age III period arrowheads from the Ura-
rtian site of Ayanis in eastern Turkey dated no later 
than 650 BC. It should be noted that compared to 
their schema, which uses material as the primary dis-
tinguishing characteristic, our typology places greater 
emphasis on the di"erences between barbed and non-
barbed arrowheads and angular- vs. round-shouldered 
arrowheads. Furthermore, we did not use material as a 
dividing factor in our typology because the widespread 

use of iron for utilitarian objects had only just begun 
in this region at this time, and signs of cross-craft in-
teraction, such as bimetallism and skeuomorphism, are 
quite prevalent (Pigott 1980; Moorey 1991).

Type I
 Arrowheads represent the majority of the Hasan-
lu IVB weapons corpus (about 60%). Type I arrow-
heads are non-barbed (594 of 681), while Type II ar-
rowheads are barbed or winged (33 of 681). Type I 
arrowheads can best be described by the Derin and 
Muscarella (2001) category of leaf shaped. !ey have a 
blade length of 3–5 cm, 5–7 cm, or 7–9 cm, a width of 
1–3 cm, and usually a thickness of <0.5 cm. !e solid 
tang varies in length (usually 1–5 cm but up to 10 cm 
in a few examples). !ey sometimes have a ‘stem’ or 
‘collar’ separating the blade from the tang (Fig. 6.1; see 
Plate 6.2). !e presence of collars is often di#cult to 
determine due to uneven corrosion; thus, collars will 
not serve as a major distinguishing feature. Similarly 
di#cult to identify due to metal corrosion is the pres-
ence of a mid-ridge (a blade with a diamond-shaped 

FIG.  6.1      Terminology  used  to  describe  arrowheads  in  this  typology.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua
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PL.  6.3      Top:  Cluster  of  iron  arrowheads  (HAS  72-N290,  UPM  73-5-90)  probably  once  held  in  a  quiver.  
UPM  neg.  no.  95124:23
Bottom:  Broken  apart  cluster  of  iron  arrowheads  (HAS  72-N116,  UPM  73-5-92).  UPM  neg.  no.  95107:34
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cross section) on non-barbed arrowheads, although it is 
clearly discernable on a few better preserved examples 
in iron and bone. None of the bone arrowheads and 
only a few of the iron ones appear to have a mid-rib, 
although this is a feature quite common to the copper/
bronze arrowheads of both Types I and II.
 A number of fused clusters of Type 1 iron ar-
rowheads (at least 5) were found that may have been 
contained within quivers that did not survive (Plate 
6.3). !ese clusters occasionally contained a few Type 
III iron arrowheads, and rarely one or two Type I or 
Type II copper/bronze arrowheads. It should be noted 
that such fused clusters of arrowheads may skew the 

statistics presented here slightly because total numbers 
were often di#cult to ascertain.
 !e shape and position of the shoulder on the 
blade are notable, although not necessarily diagnostic, 
features of Type I iron arrowheads. !ere are angular-
shouldered (Type IA) subtypes, which range in shape 
from triangular (shoulders at the base of the blade) to 
diamond shaped (shoulders at the mid-point) (Fig. 
6.2), as well as round-shouldered (Type IB) subtypes. 
Type IB blades are oval shaped and of varying widths 
(Fig. 6.3). We question the usefulness of shoulder 
shape as a diagnostic feature of Hasanlu arrowheads 
for two reasons. First, the corroded state of many of 
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the arrowheads often makes the angularity and po-
sition of the shoulder di#cult to determine. Second, 
most Type I arrowheads are of iron and are therefore 
forged to shape, which creates a sizable range of varia-
tion even within a single workshop (Pleiner and Bjork-
man 1974; Curtis et al. 1979; Pigott 1989; Veldhuijzen 
2005). It is perhaps wiser to treat these di"erent shapes 
as variations, rather than as separate types. 
 Two unique Hasanlu Type I arrowheads deserve 
special mention. !ese are made of copper/bronze and 
may represent foreign styles or perhaps heirlooms (see 
Dyson and Voigt 2003:233). !e first (HAS 60-709; 
Fig. 6.6) has a Type IB blade with a rounded mid-rib 

that emerges from a distinctive tang with a diamond-
shaped cross section. Such tangs are common on cop-
per/bronze arrowheads in Luristan during the Iron Age 
I–II periods, although generally with Type IA blades 
(Overlaet 2003:177; Vanden Berghe 1973:29). Better 
comparanda in Iran for this arrowhead are the Type 
IB arrowheads with diamond- or circle-shaped cross-
sectioned tangs found during the Iron Age II–III tran-
sition in Luristan (e.g., Overlaet 2003:179, DB. 5-5). 
However, as noted by Overlaet (ibid.:178), this style of 
arrowhead is first seen in early/mid 2nd millennium 
contexts at sites to the west, notably at Megiddo (Med-
vedskaya 1982: fig. 14), Alalakh (Woolley 1955:277, 
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Sp. 4, Sp. 12, Ar. 9), Alishar (von 
der Osten 1937:266, d2255), 
Malatya (Pecorella 1975:106, 
no. 13), and most especially at 
northern Mesopotamian sites of 
the mid 2nd millennium includ-
ing Tell Brak (Oates, Oates, and 
McDonald 1997:265), Tell Zu-
beidi (Boehmer and Dämmer 
1985: no. 672), and Tall Mo-
hammad Arab (Hauptmann and 
Pernicka 2004: nos. 675–677).
 !e second unique Type 
I arrowhead (HAS 60-710; Fig. 
6.6) also has a Type IB blade, 
but with a grooved, flattened 
mid-rib.2 It has a flanged collar 
with lappets bent down towards 
the center. !ese would have 
held the (presumably wooden) 
haft tightly against the tang (see 
also Muscarella 1988: no. 77). 
Such overturned semi-circular 
lappets are quite common on 
copper/bronze flange-hilted dag-
gers of the Iron Age I period (ca. 
1400/1350–1100/1000 BC), in-
cluding Hasanlu Period V (Dy-
son 1964:33, fig. 1.5; p. 35, fig. 
2.1), and numerous unprove-
nienced Luristan daggers (e.g., 
Moorey 1974:56, no. 24; Lassen 
and Buchwald 1991:63, fig. 4.3), 
as well as a few daggers from graves at Giyan (Con-
tenau and Ghirshman 1935: pl. 10.10) and Bit-Sorgh. 
A few also occur in Kassite levels at Nippur (Haupt-
mann and Pernicka 2004: no. 692), at Tell Zubeidi 
(Boehmer and Dämmer 1985: no. 646), and in the 
Neo-Elamite Kirisha East Temple at Tchoga Zanbil 
(Ghirshman 1966: pl. XCII) (see also Type 32 dag-
gers in Maxwell-Hyslop 1946:36–38). Although the 
greatest number of excavated daggers with lappets 
on the guard comes from graves in Luristan (Over-
laet 2003:152–59), the Hasanlu arrowhead with its 
grooved, flattened mid-rib remains unusual in west-
ern Iran and, indeed, in the greater Near East. Flat-
tened mid-ribs without grooves or lappets, however, 
are common on copper/bronze arrowheads of similar 

shape from numerous sites in 2nd millennium BC 
Anatolia (see Erkanal 1977: taf. 17–18).
 Another variant of Type I arrowheads is the 
socketed lanceolate arrowhead (Type IC) (Fig. 6.4). 
Like other arrowheads, those belonging to Type IC 
are generally less than 8 cm in blade length and 1–2 
cm in width but are distinguished by the presence 
of a socketed haft less than 1 cm in inner diameter. 
Most of the socketed iron arrowheads are mid-ridged, 
although at least one is mid-ribbed (HAS 62-1043b). 
While the only direct comparanda for these pieces 
are in Urartian fortresses such as Ayanis (Stone and 
Zimansky 2003: fig. 11.11), socketed bronze arrow-
heads are known from late 2nd millennium BC con-
texts at the Hittite capital of Bo$azköy (Boehmer 
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FIG.  6.4      Type  IC  iron  arrowheads  (top)  and  Type  III  iron  spearheads  (bottom)  show  
the  division  between  arrowhead  and  spearhead  classes  as  defined  for  this  chapter.    
Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)
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1972: no. 884) and at the Middle Assyrian site of Tall 
Mohammad Arab (Hauptmann and Pernicka 2004: 
no. 678). !ere are also two socketed copper/bronze 
arrowheads of the bilobate type (Type IV) (HAS 60-
316 and HAS 62-25; Fig. 6.31; also Muscarella 1988: 
no. 90). !ese were originally assigned to Hasanlu 
Period IVB, but their contexts are not entirely secure. 
!ey almost certainly belong to the Iron Age III peri-
od (Hasanlu Period III), when trilobate and bilobate 
arrowheads were common at sites throughout the 
Middle East (see Cleuziou 1977, 1998; Medvedskaya 
1982: fig. 15; Derin and Muscarella 2001) including 
in the Period IIIB Urartian fortress at Hasanlu (Color 
Plate 6.2). It should also be noted that socketed cop-
per/bronze flat arrowheads have been found at Gor-
dion in YHSS phase 8, contemporary with Hasanlu 
Period V (M. Voigt, pers. comm., 2006).

Type II
 Flat, barbed/winged Type II arrowheads are the 
only weapon type to appear in all four materials (bone, 
stone, copper/bronze, and iron) at Hasanlu. !is type 
is statistically less significant within the corpus of 
Hasanlu Period IVB arrowheads (about 10%), but 

represents a far more interesting range of styles that 
likely continue Late Bronze Age and Iron Age I tra-
ditions. Arrowheads with wings (but not necessarily 
barbs) are included in this typology as Type II because 
of their similarity of shape to the barbed arrowheads 
(Figs. 6.5–6.7, Color Plate 6.3). Type II arrowheads 
have two sub-types: arrowheads with a single set of 
barbs at the base of the blade (Type IIA) and those 
with more than one pair of barbs along the length of 
the blade (Type IIB). !e blades of Type IIA arrow-
heads are often mid-ridged or mid-ribbed, especially 
among those made of copper/bronze and stone. !ose 
made of bone are usually flat bladed (6 out of 7). !e 
11 iron arrowheads of this type are mainly flat bladed 
and mid-ridged, although many are too corroded to 
determine their original shape. Comparanda for the 
bone examples are found almost exclusively in late 
2nd millennium contexts in Anatolia such as Malatya 
III (Pecorella 1975:106, nos. 8–12) and Alaca Höyük 
(Kosay and Akok 1973: no. AL.P.163). !e copper/
bronze and iron Type IIA arrowheads show paral-
lels with late 2nd/early 1st millennium sites in Ana-
tolia, like those mentioned above, but also with sites 
in Transcaucasia, such as the late 2nd millennium BC 
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cemeteries at Kalakent (Nagel and Strommenger 1985: 
taf. 15) and the early Urartian cemetery of Karchagh-
byur (Yengibaryan 2002: pl. 14, no. 1, pl. 16, nos. 1–4; 
see also Martirocian 1969: pl. 25); along the Caspian 
littoral in Talesh3 (see Khalatbari 2004: fig. 55) and at 
Khurvin (Vanden Berghe 1964: pl. 35); and in other 
northwestern Iranian sites of Hasanlu Period V date 
such as Kordlar (Lippert 1979: abb. 4). In contrast, the 
agate arrowhead (HAS 62-842; Color Plate 6.1) from 
Hasanlu IVB and the obsidian arrowhead (HAS 72-
67) from Period VI (Fig. 6.31) show greatest similarity 
to late 3rd and 2nd millennium Mesopotamian exam-
ples that Klaus Schmidt (1996:73) calls Type Nineveh.

 In almost all cases, Type IIA ar-
rowheads have straight blade edges 
that taper from the barbed shoulders 
to the point (Type IIA1). !e only ex-
ception is an iron arrowhead (HAS 
70-190; Type IIA2) that is reported to 
have a second rounded shoulder mid-
way between the barbs and the point 
(Fig. 6.5). It is feasible that this soli-
tary piece originally had a second set 
of barbs at mid blade like Type IIB1 
(see below) that have since broken o" 
and corroded over. However, it should 
be noted that comparable iron arrow-
heads are known from 7th century 
BC contexts at the Assyrian capital of 
Nimrud (Stronach 1958: pl. 33, no. 6) 
and from the Urartian fortress of Aya-
nis (Derin and Muscarella 2001:215, 
no. 69), while earlier versions in bronze 
are known from Iron Age I graves in 
the Dailaman region of northern Iran 
(Egami, Fukai, and Masuda 1965: pl. 
55, nos. 55–61). !us, it is possible 
that HAS 70-190 is a Type IIA2 ar-
rowhead, although future visual in-
spection of this artifact is warranted 
before conclusions can be confirmed.
 !e second type of barbed ar-
rowhead (Type IIB) is defined by more 
than one set of barbs and is notably 
found only in iron at Hasanlu (5 total) 
(Fig. 6.5). !ree of the five (HAS 60-
33, HAS 60-102, HAS 62-991) have a 
second set of barbs located at mid blade 

(Type IIB1), comparable to a single bronze arrowhead 
from Tomb 2 at Marlik dated to the early 1st millen-
nium BC (Negahban 1995: fig. 80), a socketed bronze 
arrowhead (89-272) from YHSS-phase 8 at Gordion 
dated to the end of the 2nd millennium BC (Mary 
Voigt, pers. comm., 2007), and an unstratified iron ar-
rowhead from Bo$azköy (Boehmer 1972: no. 1610D). 
Of even greater interest are the two Type IIB2 barbed 
arrowheads (HAS 72-170 and HAS 72-171b) distin-
guished by a second pair of barbs at mid blade set per-
pendicular to the plane of the first pair (Fig. 6.8, Col-
or Plate 6.4). !ese particularly fearsome arrowheads 
are the only diplanar arrowheads in the entire corpus. 

HAS 57-133*HAS 60-709 HAS 60-710*

HAS 60-871 a*

HAS 62-1052*HAS 60-711

HAS 60-909*

HAS 62-853

HAS 62-882

HAS 60-871 b*

5 cm

HAS 62-1040

HAS 72-N73bHAS 74-N719 HAS 74-N677b UPM 57-71

TYPE IIIA

COPPER/BRONZE ARROWHEADS

HAS 64-585HAS 72-N195 A

HAS 72-107

HAS 74-269

IRON ARROWHEADS -- TYPE IIIA & IIIB

TYPE IIIB
HAS 59-788 dHAS 72-N274 a

5 cm5 cm

FIG.  6.6      The  upper  part  of  this  figure  shows  Type  IIIA  and  IIIB  iron  arrow-
heads  (bolts).  The  lower  part  of  the  figure  shows  different  types  of  copper/bronze  
arrowheads.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  

and  photographs)
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!ey are closest in style to a number of bronze diplanar 
barbed arrowheads found together in Tomb 26 at Mar-
lik dated to the late 2nd millennium BC (Negahban 
1996: pl. 126, no. 826). !e fact that the best com-
paranda for the Type IIB iron arrowheads are found in 
earlier bronze forms from Marlik may suggest that this 
is a local northern Iranian type that transitioned from 
bronze into iron in the Iron Age II period.

Type III
 !e final type of arrowhead in the Hasanlu Period 
IVB corpus (Type III) are “solid” arrowheads (follow-

ing Derin and Muscarella 2001). !ese 
points, also called bolts, have blades 
with circular (Type IIIA) or rectangu-
lar (Type IIIB) cross sections (Fig. 6.6), 
although corrosion often makes it dif-
ficult to distinguish the original shape. 
Type III arrowheads are found in iron 
(37), bone (14), and copper/bronze (3). 
In a few cases, arrowheads of this type 
may actually be an awl or punch, given 
their extremely slender blades. Bolts 
range from 1–2 cm to a maximum of 
7 cm in blade length, with a diameter 
range of about 5–10 mm at the shoul-
der. It is interesting to note that solid 
arrowheads with rectangular cross sec-
tions (Type IIIB) constitute the vast 
majority of Type III points made of 
bone and copper/bronze, making up 
80% and 100% of the totals respective-
ly. In contrast, only 9 of the 33 distin-
guishable iron bolts (27%) had rectan-
gular cross sections, reflecting perhaps 
the di"erent metalworking techniques 
needed to create these weapons out of 
iron. Intriguingly, most of the iron ar-
rowheads from Middle Phrygian levels 
at Gordion (ca. 800–600 BC) are bolts 
with rectangular cross sections (Gareth 
Darbyshire, pers. comm., 2006). !is 
may simply represent regional and/or 
chronological variation, although it 
may also reflect changing ironwork-
ing techniques between the Iron Age II 
and Iron Age III periods.

Spearheads

 Unlike other forms of blade-type weapons, 
spearheads are mostly uniform in shape and style and 
have very few exceptional pieces. However, the corpus 
of spearheads does display some of the more creative 
applications of bimetallism, which was a crucial inno-
vative step in the transition from the bronze-centered 
industry of the Iron Age I period to the widespread 
production of iron for utilitarian objects in the Iron 
Age II period (Pigott 1980, 1981, 1999:94–95). Spear-
heads are here divided into three general types based 

5 cm

HAS 60-410

HAS  59-267

HAS 60-38 HAS 62-1088

HAS 70-516

HAS 70-556

HAS 72-60

HAS 74-N676

HAS 70-286 HAS 60-77*

HAS 60-80

HAS 70-284*

HAS 70-285*

HAS 62-671*
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LITHIC ARROWHEAD

HAS  62-842*

HAS 74-422* HAS 72-21*

BONE ARROWHEADS

FIG.  6.7      Bone  and  lithic  arrowhead  types.  The  bone  arrowheads  were  contem-
porary  with  the  copper/bronze  and  iron  arrowheads.  The  agate  arrowhead  (HAS  
62-842,  T)  is  probably  an  heirloom.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*  drawing  taken  from  

Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)
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upon their blade length and by the shape of the blade’s 
cross section (Fig. 6.9).

Type I
 Solid spearheads (Type I), or pikes, have a sock-
eted blade with a circular or rectangular cross section 
that tapers to a point. !ey are made of iron or cop-
per/bronze and can be divided into sub-types by the 
presence or absence of a slight shoulder separating the 
socketed haft from the blade (Fig. 6.10). !ose with-
out a shoulder (Type IA) are often hollow halfway up 
the blade, while those with a shoulder (Type IB) are 
solid in the blade and hollow only in the haft (Plate 
6.4). Of the 37 Type I spearheads, 9 iron pikes and 1 
copper/bronze pike are Type IA, 8 iron pikes are Type 

IB, and 2 iron pikes are indeterminate. Types IA and 
IB vary greatly in blade length, ranging from about 
10 cm up to as much as 46 cm in one case. Generally, 
pikes are 1–2 cm in diameter. It should be noted that 
Type IA pikes might also have been used as spearbutts 
(see also Type III).
 Two unique pikes, like the two unique Type I 
arrowheads (HAS 60-709, HAS 60-710) discussed 
above, are made of copper/bronze and di"er com-
pletely from any other weapons found at Hasanlu (Fig. 
6.11, Color Plate 6.5a,b). !e cross section of the haft-
ing end of the first pike blade (HAS 72-52) is square 
with four wings stemming from each corner of the 
cross section, thereby creating a diplanar e"ect. !e 
blade has an undulating profile. It is wide at the bro-
ken hafting end, narrows at mid blade, then widens 
again, before finally narrowing to a 2.5 cm-long tip 
with a circular cross section. !e second (HAS 72-51) 
is even stranger in that it combines aspects of both sol-
id and flat-bladed spearheads. !e top of the blade be-
gins with a solid circular cross section that immediate-
ly narrows up to the quarter mark of the blade length. 

HASANLU
HAS 72-170

MARLIK
41I M

5 cm

FIG.  6.8      One  of  two  diplanar  barbed  iron  arrowheads  (Type  
IIB2)  excavated  in  BB  IVE,  Rm  3  (HAS  72-170,  UPM  73-5-109)  
is  shown  here  compared  to  a  copper/bronze  diplanar  arrowhead  
from  Marlik  Tepe  (adapted  from  Negahban  1995:  Pl.  XII  no.  
148).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua

BLADE

SHOULDER

SOCKET

TYPE IIA

TYPE IIB

TYPE IIC

TERMINOLOGY OF 
SPEARHEADS

FIG.  6.9      Terminology  used  to  describe  spearheads  in  this  
typology.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua
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It then widens again, maintaining its circular cross 
section. It is at this mid point that barbs seem to ema-
nate from the blade, although heavy corrosion makes 
this di#cult to determine conclusively. At the three-
quarter mark, the blade narrows again and changes to 
an angular-shouldered, mid-ribbed flat Type II blade 
(see below). It is unclear how these pikes would have 
been hafted. We have found no comparanda for either 
piece, although a copper/bronze flat spearhead with 
hooked barbs emanating from it was found at Schilda 
in eastern Georgia. It dates to the 14th–12th centuries 
BC (Pizchelauri 1995:114, abb. 101).

 Fifteen spearheads make up the third category 
of solid spearhead (Type IC). !ese spearheads, called 
wedges by the excavators, are similar to Type IA and 
IB pikes, but instead of tapering to a point they have a 
flat, tapered blade with a square chisel-like end (Figs. 
6.12, 6.13, Plate 6.5). Wedges are often distinguished 
by the presence of a large iron rivet at the butt end 
of the socket and by their weight. !e rivet probably 
secured the heavy wedge to a wooden haft. !e func-
tion of wedges is unclear, although given their large 
size and discovery at a battlefield, they may have been 
used by attackers to pry apart walls during the siege, 

HAS 58-307* HAS 62-501*HAS 60-742

HAS 74-N127 HAS 70-Q103HAS 72-N113 HAS 70-487 e

HAS 72-N139

5 cm

TYPE IA

TYPE IB

IRON SPEARHEADS -- TYPE IA & IB

HAS 72-N412a

5 cm

FIG.  6.10      Type  IA  (top)  and  IB  (bottom)  iron  spearheads.  It  is  often  unclear  
whether  these  were  pikes  intended  as  weapons  or  spearbutts  intended  to  brace  
the  spear  in  the  ground.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  

field  notes,  and  photographs)

PL.  6.4      Type  IB  iron  spearhead  
(pike)  (HAS  74-N127,  UPM  75-29-41).  
UPM  neg.  no.  96760:68
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as depicted on the famous wall relief from the 9th cen-
tury palace of Ashurnasirpal II at Nimrud (Muscarella 
1989: fig. 1). One particularly notable Type IC spear-
head (HAS 74-150) (Plate 6.6) is distinguished by its 
long shaft and unusual blade. !e blade is circular in 
cross section at the base (this may be due to corrosion/
iron expansion) but becomes a mid-ribbed flat blade at 
the squared-o" tip.

Type II
 Type II spearheads are the classic flat-bladed 
(uniplanar) spearheads that most people think of 
when hearing the term spearhead (Figs. 6.14–6.19, 
Plates 6.7–6.8a–f). !is category posed the greatest 
problem for this study because it can be divided along 
three variables: (1) material (iron, copper/bronze, or 
bimetallic); (2) style of shoulder (angular or rounded), 
and (3) cross section (mid-ribbed, mid-ridged, or flat). 
While the latter two characteristics are treated as di-
agnostic, di"erences in material are simply noted. As 

a rule, the longest Type II spearheads (blade lengths 
up to 36 cm) are mid-ribbed, presumably for greater 
strength and support. Mid-ribbed blades with angu-
lar shoulders (Type IIA1) are the most common sub-
type, while flat blades with rounded shoulders (Type 
IIC2) are the rarest. Of the 353 Type II iron spear-
heads, roughly 40% have a mid-rib (Type IIA), 29% 
are mid-ridged (Type IIB), only 16% are flat-bladed 
(Type IIC), and 6% are indeterminate due to heavy 
corrosion. All but 1 of the 10 copper/bronze Type II 
spearheads are mid-ribbed, while the exception seems 
to have a mid-ridge. Of the 262 Type II iron spear-
heads with distinguishable shoulders, 76% are angular 
while 24% are rounded. All but one of the copper/
bronze Type II spearheads have angular shoulders.
 Two Type II spearheads deserve special atten-
tion. !e first (HAS 60-1052d; Fig. 6.19) is a unique 
Type IIC2 iron spearhead. It has a distinct, grooved 
collar separating the flat blade from the socketed haft. 
Although no exact parallels are known, spearheads 

HAS 72-52*HAS 72-51

5 cm

FIG.  6.11      Two  unusual  copper/bronze  pikes  found  together  in  BB  IV/V  Room  1  (HAS  72-51,  
UPM  73-5-446;  HAS  72-52,  T).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua
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with twin bands on the socket occur in other regions 
in the late 2nd millennium BC. Some examples are a 
copper/bronze spearhead from Alaca Höyük (Erkanal 
1977: taf. 16, no. 21) and a few roughly contempo-
rary pieces from Shilda (Chernykh 1992:289, no. 10), 
Udabno (Bertram and P’ic’xelauri 2005:346), and 
Treli (Lordkipanidse 1991: abb. 37, no. 6) in Georgia. 
Double bands on the haft or socket also occur on 1st 
millennium weaponry such as an iron arrowhead from 
Bo$azköy (Boehmer 1972: no. 1544). Many spear-
heads of this type are pictured on Neo-Assyrian reliefs 
at Nimrud and Khorsabad (Madhloom 1970: pl. 26, 
nos. 2, 9–12).

 !e second exceptional piece from the Hasanlu 
Period IVB corpus is a Type IIA2 bimetallic spearhead 
(HAS 72-113; Color Plate 6.6). It is distinguished by an 
iron blade with a copper/bronze grooved mid-rib and a 
copper/bronze collar that separates the blade from the 
iron haft (see Type I arrowhead with lappets, HAS 60-
710, discussed above for a similarly grooved mid-rib). 
!is spearhead type is without known comparanda 
outside of the Hasanlu corpus. A bimetallic blade frag-
ment (HAS 58-449) with a grooved mid-rib similar to 
that on the spearhead has been previously presented as a 
dagger with a bone handle (Winter 1989:88). However, 
it is most likely a spearhead given its similarities to HAS 
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FIG.  6.12      Type  IC  iron  spearheads  or  wedges.  These  heavy  implements  may  
have  been  used  to  tear  down  walls  during  the  sacking  of  the  settlement.  Kimberly  

Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)

PL.  6.5      Type  IC  iron  spearhead  
(wedge)  (HAS  74-283,  unk.).  UPM  

neg.  no.  96786:31
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72-113 and the dubious nature of the bone handle.
 !e ten bimetallic spearheads from Hasanlu Pe-
riod IVB appear to be unique in the Near East (Fig. 
6.15). Eight have an iron socket and mid-rib forged 
onto a copper/bronze blade (Type IIA1). Two have an 
iron blade and socket with a cast-on copper/bronze col-
lar and mid-rib (these appear to be Type IIA2). Seven 
of the eight Type IIA1 spearheads were found together 
in a small side room (Room 8) of BB II (considered 
to be a temple by the excavators; see Dyson and Voigt 
2003) in “bricky collapse” along with a large number 

of carved ivory fragments (Muscarella 1980). One of 
the Type IIA2 spearheads (HAS 58-449) was found 
with the Gold Bowl in BB IW, Room 6 (Winter 1989: 
fig. 2), as discussed above. !e findspots suggest that 
these spearheads were valued votive items, not utilized 
as weapons per se. In addition, the large and impracti-
cal size of many of the copper/bronze-bladed examples 
(e.g., HAS 64-402) further indicates that these bime-
tallic weapons were meant for display.

Type III
 Type III iron spearheads are socketed, blade-
type weapons with blade lengths less than 9 cm, mak-
ing them similar to arrowheads in length, but their 
sockets are clearly too big for an arrow shaft (Fig. 6.4). 

FIG.  6.13      Reconstruction  of  the  hafting  mechanism  for  
Type  IC  spearheads  based  upon  evidence  preserved  in  HAS  
74-N751,  UPM  75-29-47,  and  other  wedges:  a  wooden  shaft  was  
placed  in  the  socket,  a  metal  wire  or  band  was  wrapped  around  
the  socket  to  pull  it  tightly  around  the  shaft,  and  finally  a  large  
iron  rivet  was  thrust  through  the  entire  ensemble  to  seal  it.  
Kimberly  Leaman  Insua

PL.  6.6      The  unique  Type  IC  iron  spearhead  (HAS  
74-150,  T),  distinguished  by  its  long  cylindrical  shaft.  
UPM  neg.  no.  96773:40
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Many of these spearheads (those with blade lengths of 
4–7 cm) seem to have rounded tips (possibly due to 
corrosion), suggesting that they may have been used 
as spearbutts. Copper/bronze spearheads with similar 
blade sizes are known from Iron Age I sites in Iran 
(e.g., Khurvin; Vanden Berghe 1964: pl. 35, no. 244) 
and Armenia (Martirocian 1969: pl. 23, nos. 12–13). 
!ey also occur in iron at other Iron Age II sites in 
the Hasanlu region (e.g., Dinkha Period II; Muscarella 
1974:60, no. 221) and at Iron Age III sites in Luristan 
(Schmidt, Van Loon, and Curvers 1989: pl. 177, no. d; 
Haerinck and Overlaet 2004: taf. 13, no. 114) and at 
7th century BC Nimrud (Stronach 1958: pl. 32, no. 8).

Swords/Daggers

 Hasanlu Period IVB provides one of the best 
stratified corpuses of Iron Age swords/daggers in the 
ancient Near East. For the sake of this typology, we 
have divided the corpus into two components: blades 
and hilts (Fig. 6.20). As stated above, di"erentiating 
shortswords from daggers and full swords is quite di#-
cult and was hindered by the fact that many blades were 
incomplete. However, a study of the hilt types and the 
blade fragments associated with them stands a far bet-
ter chance of distinguishing daggers from swords than 
simply setting arbitrary limits on the blade lengths.

HAS 59-254*

HAS 60-928*

HAS 62-395*HAS 64-440* HAS 64-442*

HAS 72-52*HAS 72-51

HAS 60-882

5 cm

HAS 72-N148

COPPER/BRONZE SPEARHEADS

FIG.  6.14      Copper/bronze  spearheads  showing  the  range  of  types  and  their  simi-
larities  to  iron  spearheads  (see  Figs.  6.15–6.19).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  

taken  from  field  cards,  notes,  and  photographs)

PL.  6.7      Type  IIA1  copper/bronze  
spearhead  (HAS  60-882,  UPM  61-5-332).  
UPM  neg.  no.  78119:21
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Blades
 Of the two components of swords/daggers, the 
blades are the least typologically variable within the 
Hasanlu Period IVB corpus. All the blades are basi-
cally triangular in shape, widest at the hilt and ta-
pering to a point. One exception is a unique copper/
bronze sword (HAS 58-241; Fig. 6.21, Plate 6.9) with 
a grooved mid-rib and a sloping taper from the hour-
glass-shaped hilt to the tip. !is sword is almost cer-
tainly an heirloom from the mid–late 2nd millennium 
BC (de Schauensee 1988: pl. 52). Our assumption that 

it is an heirloom is based on two facts: (1) this sword 
was found with a number of luxury goods that had 
been stored on the second story of BB IW; and (2) a 
comparable copper/bronze sword was excavated from 
mid–late 2nd millennium Hittite levels at Koruçu 
Tepe in eastern Anatolia (Ertem 1988: no. 71). An-
other comparable but unprovenienced sword is in the 
collections of the Amasya Museum of northern Ana-
tolia (Bilgi 2001:101, no. 94a3). Other copper/bronze 
blades with hourglass hilts exist, such as swords from 
Susa (e.g., Tallon 1987: nos. 111–112), the bimetallic 

FIG.  6.15      Bimetallic  spearheads.  Those  in  the  upper  part  of  the  figure  are  large  and  have  
a  copper/bronze  blade  with  an  iron  mid-rib  that  appears  to  be  a  continuation  of  the  iron  
socket.  The  two  in  the  box  are  much  smaller  and  have  iron  blades  with  copper/bronze  mid-
ribs  (socketing  unclear).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  

photographs)
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sword from 2nd millennium Nuzi (Starr 1937: pl. 125, 
no. KK), and a purportedly 3rd millennium sword in 
the David-Weill collection thought to be from Lu-
ristan (Amiet 1976: no. 4). However, none of these 
examples have the slope-tapered blade of the Hasanlu 
sword. !e closest parallel for this blade type is the 
famous Sword of Tuthaliya found at Bo$azköy, long 
considered an import from the Aegean (Müller-Karpe 
1994), but more likely an Anatolian copy of an Aegean 
original (Taracha 2003). Whether the Hasanlu sword 
with the sloping taper is a direct import from Anatolia 
or a northwest Iranian copy of the Anatolian version 

cannot be determined from the available comparanda. 
 With the exception of this unique piece, the 
vast majority of sword/dagger blades can be classified 
in the same way as spearheads: mid-ribbed (Type I), 
mid-ridged (Type II), and flat bladed (Type III) (Fig. 
6.20). Of the 60 distinguishable blades, 24 are mid-
ribbed, 20 are mid-ridged, and 14 are flat bladed. Type 
I blades can be further subdivided into those with a 
rounded mid-rib (Type IA) and those with a flattened 
or trapezoidal mid-rib (Type IB).
 Type IV blades appear as a single unique exam-
ple: a large iron sword (HAS 74-461; Plate 6.10) with 

HAS 60-1043 b HAS 60-1041 b

HAS 60-1048 b

HAS 60-1048 a

HAS 59-851
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HAS 59-568* HAS 60-1044 a*HAS 62-879

IRON SPEARHEADS -- TYPE IIA1

FIG.  6.16      Type  IIA1  iron  spearheads  have  a  mid-ribbed  blade  and  prominent  
shoulders.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  

photographs)
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three parallel mid-ribs on either side of the blade sepa-
rated by two grooves (or blood channels). Possible but 
not close comparanda for this unique blade include 
bronze swords and daggers from late 2nd millenni-
um graves in the eastern Caucasus such as at Syunik 
(e.g., Xnkikyan 2002: pl. 23, no. 1; see also Chernykh 
1992:287–89), and in northern Iran at Dailaman 
(Egami, Fukai, and Masuda 1965: pl. 55, no. 41) and 
Marlik (Negahban 1995:39, nos. 11, 16). !e fact that 
none of these blades is directly comparable, and that 
the hilt associated with the Hasanlu blade is of a type 
(Type IIB) seen more frequently at Hasanlu than else-

where, may imply local or regional manufacture for 
this sword.

Hilts
 !e sword/dagger hilts from Hasanlu Period 
IVB represent some of the finest examples of Iron 
Age metal craftsmanship known from stratified con-
texts, often combining materials such as iron, copper/
bronze, stone, bone, gold, and frit in various ways. 
!ese hilts may have visually distinguished the bearers 
of the swords from others.
 Hilts, for the purpose of this study, are defined 

PL.  6.8a–f      Examples  of  each  sub-type  of  iron  Type  II  Period  IVB  spearheads  (left  to  right:  HAS  74-291,  T  [Type  IIA1];  HAS  74-
349,  unk  [Type  IIA2];  HAS  74-297,  T  [Type  IIB1];  HAS  74-355,  unk.  [Type  IIB2];  HAS  70-276,  T  [Type  IIC1];  HAS  74-292,  T  [Type  
IIC2]).  UPM  neg.  nos.  96780:40,  96786:9,  96786:41,  96786:11,  93251,  96780:42
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as having three components: (1) the guard sepa-
rates the blade from (2) the grip, which often has a 
(3) pommel at the end farthest from the blade (Fig. 
6.20). Sometimes the pommel, grip, and guard are 
all one piece, but in other cases the sections were 
made separately and joined together. Hilts can be 
categorized as two types: those with guards that wrap 
around the edges of the base of the blade (Type I), 
and those with guards that abut the base of the blade 
but do not overlap it (Type II). Of the 56 sword/dag-
ger hilts, 23 are Type I and 33 are Type II. Because 
pommels are often missing from the hilts, they have 
not been included to help define the characteristics of 
this typology.

Type I Hilts
 Type I hilts are subdivided into those with cres-
cent-shaped guards (Type IA) and those with square-
cornered guards (Type IB). All have iron blades (Figs. 
6.22–6.24, Color Plates 6.7 and 6.8). Type IA hilts 
are probably related stylistically to mid 2nd millen-
nium BC copper/bronze swords and daggers with pen-
annular guards of copper/bronze cast on to the join 
between blade and hilt (Maxwell-Hyslop and Hodg-
es 1964). !is type of hilt is depicted on a group of 
three swords shown on the Hasanlu Gold Bowl (Dy-
son 1964: pl. 10) and found in abundance at northern 
Iranian sites such as Marlik (Negahban 1995: figs. 31–
33), Khurvin (Vanden Berghe 1964: pl. 34, no. 227), 

HAS 60-1043 a

HAS 60-1046

HAS 70-485 a

HAS 70-642HAS 70-339

5 cm

IRON SPEARHEADS -- TYPE IIA2

FIG.  6.17      Type  IIA2  iron  spearheads  have  a  mid-ribbed  blade  and  poorly  defined  
shoulders.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  

photographs)
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and in Talyche/Talesh (e.g., Schae"er 1948: pl. 60). 
!e pennanular guard may have evolved in the Early 
Iron Age into a crescent-shaped guard overlapping the 
edges of the blade at the base, as seen in two bronze 
swords from Tomb 1 at Marlik (Negahban 1995: pl. 
3, nos. 32–33) and a sword from Kaluraz (Hakemi 
1972:6). !ese swords are all identical to one found in 
an Iron Age I burial at Godin Tepe (Young 1969:97, 
no. 11) and are comparable to copper/bronze and bi-
metallic swords from Talesh (Khalatbari 2004: figs. 
49–52), bronze daggers from eastern Georgia (Akhvle-
diani 2005: pl. 3, no. 2, pl. 11, no. 2), and to a bimetal-
lic dagger from Sialk Necropole B (Ghirshman 1939: 

pl. 26, no. 7). Examples of possible transitional hilts of 
this type are widespread, and include mid to late 2nd 
millennium swords from Middle Elamite Haft Tepe 
(Negahban 1991: pl. 31, nos. 214–215) and Bad-Hora 
(Schae"er 1948: fig. 251) in western Iran, late 2nd/
early 1st millennium swords from Horom (Piliposyan 
1999: fig. 16, no. 8) and Lchashen (Martirocian 1969: 
pl. 22, no. 9) in Armenia, and late 2nd/early 1st mil-
lennium BC daggers from Oman (Weisgerber 1988: 
pl. 162, nos. 8 and 10). In addition, many of the dag-
gers depicted on the Hakkari stelae of southeastern 
Turkey (Sevin 2000) are of this transitional Type IA 
style, as are the daggers/swords found together with 

HAS 72-N133CHAS 74-N744 HAS 70-487c72-N103

70-195

TYPE IIB1

TYPE IIB2

HAS 64-455

5 cm

HAS 72-N387

5 cm

IRON SPEARHEADS -- TYPES IIB1 & IIB2

FIG.  6.18      Type  IIB1  iron  spearheads  (top)  have  a  pronounced  shoulder  while  
IIB2  spearheads  (bottom)  do  not.  Both  have  a  mid-ridged  blade.  Kimberly  Leaman  

Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)
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the similar Shahyeri stelae of northwestern Iran (Azar-
noush and Helwing 2005:218).
 Square-cornered Type IB guards may have devel-
oped from the E-shaped guards of bronze swords/dag-
gers found in Talyche/Talesh (Schae"er 1948: fig. 282, 
no. 1), at Khurvin (Vanden Berghe 1964: pl. 34, no. 
225), and on bimetallic swords from Marlik (Negah-
ban 1995: fig. 14) and Sialk Necropole B (Ghirshman 
1939: pl. 50, no. 545c). It is more likely, however, that 
E-shaped guards are simply a contemporary (or later) 
variant of two types from Talesh/Talyche: square-cor-
nered guards with saddle-shaped pommels (Pogrebova 

1977:52) and square-cornered guards (often with par-
allel incised lines) with crescent- or mushroom-shaped 
pommels (de Morgan 1896: fig. 15, no. 9; fig. 62, nos. 
7–8; see also Maxwell-Hyslop 1946: types 44–45). 
Both types are represented in the Hasanlu Period IVB 
corpus (Fig. 6.24). !ey may be imports, although 
one bimetallic sword (HAS 59-428; Color Plate 6.9) 
combines a Type IB hilt made of copper/bronze with a 
saddle-shaped pommel made of iron. !is unique ex-
ample of a bimetallic Type IB hilt may suggest an Iron 
Age II adaptation of an earlier type developed on the 
Caspian littoral or it may be a local imitation of the 

HAS 58-282HAS 62-601

HAS 59-744* HAS 60-1052 d*HAS 74-292*

HAS 70-340

HAS 70-644

5 cm

HAS 60-1054
TYPE IIC1

TYPE IIC2

5 cm

IRON SPEARHEADS -- TYPES IIC1 & IIC2

FIG.  6.19      Type  IIC  iron  spearheads  are  defined  by  their  flat  blades.  Type  IIC1  
spearheads  (top)  have  a  pronounced  shoulder,  while  IIC2  spearheads  (bottom)  
do  not.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  

photographs)
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contemporary northern Iranian type.
 Type IA hilts have either a one-piece guard and 
grip with an attached pommel (Type IA1) (Fig. 6.22, 
Plate 6.11a,b) or a grip comprised of a series of rings 
threaded onto the tang of the iron blade abutting the 
guard (Type IA2) (Fig. 6.23, Plate 6.12). !e rings are 
either made of the same material as the guard (i.e., 
copper/bronze guard with copper/bronze rings or 
iron guard with iron rings) or of a di"erent material 
from the guard (e.g., copper/bronze rings with an iron 
guard, stone rings with a copper/bronze guard). Type 
IA1 grips are always associated with crescent-shaped 
(Type IA) guards (Pigott 1989:67).
 !e best comparanda for Type I hilts are from 
the Talesh/Talyche region and Transcaucasia. !is 
connection is seen most clearly in Type IB hilts and 
in Type IA2 daggers and shortswords. Type IA2 dag-

gers, with their diagnostic use of rings for the grip, 
find their closest parallels in copper/bronze and bime-
tallic swords from burials at Mouci-yeri (de Morgan 
1889:91) in Talyche, and from Makarashen (Marti-
rocian 1964: fig. 80, no. 5) and Astkhi-blur (Esayan 
1976: figs. 122 and 140, no. 5) in northern Armenia. 
It is worth noting that of these two regions, the Ar-
menian examples have knob-shaped pommels and un-

POMMEL

GRIP

GUARD

BLADE

TYPE IA

TYPE IB

TYPE II

TYPE III

TYPE IV

TERMINOLOGY OF 
DAGGERS AND SWORDS

FLANGE
HILT

5 cm

FIG.  6.20      The  terminology  used  to  describe  swords  and  dag-
gers  in  this  typology.  The  cross  sections  in  the  box  demonstrate  
the  different  blade  types  in  the  Hasanlu  IVB  assemblage.    
Kimberly  Leaman  Insua

FIG.  6.21  (above,  left)      The  Hittite-style  copper/bronze  
sword  excavated  in  BB  IW,  Rm  1.  The  blade  has  a  sloping  
taper  and  grooved  mid-rib.  The  hilt  is  hourglass  shaped  and  
secured  by  four  rivets.  Other  rivet  holes  on  the  pommel  end  
of  the  hilt  may  have  been  used  to  secure  wood  or  leather  grips  
to  the  hilt,  or  may  have  been  purely  decorative  (HAS  58-241,  
T  10591).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (drawn  from  Object  Card,  field  

notes,  photographs,  and  information  from  visual  inspection  by  CPT  

in  August  of  2008)

PL.  6.9  (above,  right)      Copper/bronze  sword  (HAS  58-241,  T  
10591).  UPM  neg.  no.  78114:3
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distinguished guards (Martirocian 1969: pl. 21), while 
only the one from Talyche combines the ring grip with 
the crescent-shaped guard seen in the Hasanlu exam-
ples. Type IA hilts are also seen on a few of the Neo-
Hittite reliefs from Zincirli (Luschan 1902:215–17, 
abbs. 106, 112), although actual swords of this type 
are not known from this region. !e Type IA2 dag-
gers and shortswords from Hasanlu, most notably the 

Type IA2 dagger with red and white stone rings (Fig. 
6.25, Color Plate 6.10), have no other excavated com-
paranda.

Type II Hilts
 Type II hilts are defined by having the guard, 
grip, and pommel as a single unit. Type IIB hilts are 
distinguishable from Type IIA hilts by having been 

made to look compartmented even 
though they are actually made as a 
single piece (Figs. 6.26–6.29).
 Type IIA hilts are subdivided 
between those designed to hold inlay 
in the grip, identified by the presence 
of flanges or rivets (Type IIA1), and 
those with solid grips not meant to 
be inlaid (Type IIA2). !e following 
can be assigned to the latter type: the 
hourglass-shaped hilt of the unique 

PL.  6.10      Unique  grooved  Type  
IV  sword/dagger  blade  with  
Type  IIB  hilt  with  iron  core  and  
(probably  wooden)  inlays  held  
in  place  by  copper/bronze  wire  
binding  and  rivets.  (HAS  74-461,  
T).  UPM  neg.  no.  96797:11

HAS 72-61 HAS 74-346*

HAS 58-301*

HAS 58-300

5 cm

HAS 58-266*

SWORD/DAGGER HILTS -- TYPE IA1

?

FIG.  6.22      Sword/dagger  Type  IA1  iron  
hilts.  These  hilts  are  made  of  only  one  or  
two  pieces  of  iron  and  are  generally  solid.  
Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  

Object  Card,  field  notes,  and  photographs)
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IRON
5 cm

HAS 59-230 b*

SWORD/DAGGER HILTS -- TYPE IIA2

HAS 58-446 HAS 64-1017 HAS 59-880HAS 60-681*

HAS 59-566

SWORD/DAGGER HILTS -- TYPE IB1

5 cm

HAS 70-607*

HAS 59-428

IRON

FIG.  6.23      Sword/dagger  Type  IA2  hilts.  Almost  all  
examples  of  this  type  had  iron  guards  and  grips  made  of  
iron  rings  threaded  over  the  tang  of  the  iron  blade  (e.g.,  
HAS  64-1017,  UPM  65-31-220).  However  HAS  59-230B  
has  an  iron  guard  with  a  grip  made  of  copper/bronze  
rings  over  the  tang  of  an  iron  blade,  while  HAS  58-446  
(UPM  59-4-114)  has  a  copper/bronze  guard  and  a  grip  
made  of  red  and  white  stone  rings  threaded  over  the  tang  
of  an  iron  blade.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  

from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)

FIG.  6.24      Sword/dagger  Type  IB1  hilts.  Four  of  the  five  hilts  of  
this  type  are  made  of  copper/bronze.  HAS  70-607  (T)  seems  to  
have  had  a  partially  preserved  wooden  hilt.  The  guard  and  grip  
of  HAS  59-428  (UPM  60-20-186)  are  made  of  copper/bronze  but  
the  saddle-shaped  pommel  is  iron.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  

taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)

5 cm

FIG.  6.25      The  unusual  bimetallic  Type  IA2  dagger  with  stone  
rings  (HAS  58-446,  UPM  59-4-114)  and  a  reconstruction  (right).  
This  dagger  is  similar  to  one  reportedly  from  Ziwiyeh  (Ghirshman  
1964:118).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua
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copper/bronze sword (HAS 58-241), the famous gold 
dagger hilt with cloisonné inlay (HAS 60-1005) (Pora-
da 1965: pl. 31), and 2 gold-sheet decorated hilts (HAS 
58-303 and HAS 62-887; Fig. 6.28, Plate 6.13). Of the 
23 Type IIA hilts, those with flanged sides or rivets for 
holding inlays are the most common, making up over 
four-fifths of the total.
 Both Type IIA1 and Type IIB hilts can be made 
of copper/bronze or iron. Both types often utilize 
both materials, probably for decorative purposes, even 
though the base structure of the hilt is made of only 
one. Type IIA1 hilts, most of which are for daggers, 
are the easiest to classify. !ey fall into three types: 
(1) a mushroom- or crescent-shaped pommel with an 
undistinguished grip/guard (Type IIA1a) (Fig. 6.26), 
(2) a crescent-shaped pommel leading to a flared mid-
grip and a square guard, the latter two being divided 
by an indentation probably meant to be encircled by a 
band of metal or metal wire (Type IIA1b) (Fig. 6.27), 
and (3) a crescent-shaped pommel with a straight grip 

leading to an hourglass-shaped guard (Type IIA1c). 
!is last type is represented by a single example (HAS 
70-658; Color Plate 6.11) that is notable for the use of 
wooden inlays set into the iron grip, decorative ivory 
inlays in the pommel, and gold caps on the iron riv-
ets. It is much like the Type IIA1a copper/bronze dag-
ger hilt from Hasanlu excavated by Hakemi and Rad 
(1950: fig. 39, no. 2) (Fig. 6.30). We know of no com-
paranda for the Type IIA1c sword hilt, although a few 
Iron Age I copper/bronze flange-sided hilts have a sim-
ilar crescent-shaped pommel and straight grip leading 
to a quasi hourglass-shaped guard. !ese include the 
dagger from Bit-Sorgh (Dyson 1964: fig. 1.4) and the 
Group B2 daggers from Luristan (Overlaet 2003:160). 
 Type IIA1 hilts are the single most common type 
in the Hasanlu IVB period. !is is not surprising since 
this style of dagger hilt is found at sites from the East-
ern Mediterranean to India from the mid 2nd to the 
early 1st millennium BC (see discussion of types 31, 
32, 35, and 36 in Maxwell-Hyslop 1946:35–46), with 

PL.  6.11a,b      Type  IA  sword  blades  with  iron  Type  IA1  hilts.  This  sword  type  is  typical  of  
Transcaucasia  or  the  western  Caspian  littoral  (above:  HAS  74-346,  T;  below:  HAS  72-61,  
UPM  73-5-557).  UPM  neg.  nos.  96784:64,  95110:18

PL.  6.12      Type  IA  iron  sword  blade  with  iron  Type  IA2  hilt  (HAS  74-367,  T).  UPM  neg.  

no.  96787:37
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perhaps the greatest concentration in the Iron Age I–II 
graveyards of Luristan (Overlaet 2003:152–62). Such 
copper/bronze daggers include those with overturned 
lappets on the guards (an Iron Age I style not found 
in the Hasanlu IVB corpus although known from 
Period V) (Color Plate 6.12), and those with flanged 
hilts with an indentation at mid grip (Type IIA1b) but 
without lappets. Two copper/bronze dagger hilts of 
this latter type were found at Hasanlu (HAS 57-149 
from Period V, HAS 58-203 from Period IVB). !ree 
hilts from Hasanlu IVB, also Type IIA1b, were made 
of iron rather than bronze (HAS 58-471, HAS 62-
560, HAS 64-309). One of these daggers (HAS 58-
471; Fig. 6.27, Color Plate 6.13) is carried by one of 

the three men associated with the Gold Bowl. It has 
gold sheet on its sides decorated with a single chased 
guilloche design. A band of fine gold wire is wound 
around the indentation at mid grip (Dyson 1964:42). 
It is possible that such daggers were made in the Iron 
Age I period when iron was still considered a valuable, 
decorative material worthy of being combined with 
gold. However a local innovation using an earlier form 
with an en vogue material like iron during the Iron Age 
II period is also a possibility. !e only other iron dag-
ger of this type (although without the gold decoration) 
known to the authors is from an Achaemenid grave 
at Deve Hüyük in northern Syria (Moorey 1980: no. 
148). !is example is comparable to an iron sword and 

FIG.  6.26      Sword/dagger  Type  IIA1a  hilts.  These  simple  hilts  had  
wood  handles  (e.g.,  HAS  58-466)  or  iron  grips  inlayed  with  wood  
(e.g.,  HAS  59-263,  HAS  60-735,  HAS  59-696).  The  plain  appearance  
of  these  weapons  suggests  that  they  were  not  as  prestigious  as  more  
elaborate  swords  and  daggers.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  

from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)
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SWORD/DAGGER HILTS -- TYPE IIA1a
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a broken hilt from Persepolis found by Schmidt (1957: 
pl. 75, nos. 1–2).
 Other Type IIA1 hilts have mushroom- or 
crescent-shaped pommels, straight grips, and simple, 
undistinguished guards. Some have lost their guards 
(Plate 6.14). !ese hilts (Type IIA1a), all but one made 
of iron, are probably derived stylistically from the 

flanged hilts of similar shapes found on many of the 
bronze swords with penannular guards, such as those 
from Marlik (Negahban 1995: pl. V, nos. 56–64) and 
Talesh (Schae"er 1948: pl. 60). However, they could 
also have been derived from hilts with undistinguished 
guards, such as the flanged bronze hilt with flared mid 
grip on the bimetallic sword from Tepe Sialk Necro-

IRON

IRON

HAS 62-560*HAS 64-309* HAS 58-203 HAS 70-658

5 cm

HAS 58-471*

TYPE IIA1b TYPE IIA1c

5 cm

SWORD/DAGGER HILTS -- TYPE IIA1b & IIA1c

5 cm

IRON

HAS 58-303*HAS 58-241*

5 cm

HAS 60-1005*HAS 62-887

SWORD/DAGGER HILTS -- TYPE IIA2

FIG.  6.27      Sword/dagger  Type  IIA1b  (left)  and  IIA1c  (right)  hilts.  
The  rivets  and  wire  wrapping  to  secure  inlays  seem  indicative  of  
the  Iron  Age  II  period  as  opposed  to  the  lappets  typical  of  the  Iron  
Age  I  period  (see  Fig.  6.31).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  

from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)

FIG.  6.28.  Sword/dagger  Type  IIA2  hilts.  The  large,  
unique  sword  HAS  58-241  (T)  is  copper-bronze.  The  
other  three  have  gold-covered  hilts  probably  formed  by  
wrapping  sheet  gold  over  a  wood  handle  (not  preserved)  
into  which  the  tang  of  the  iron  blade  was  inserted.  The  
grips  of  HAS  62-887  (UPM  63-5-164)  and  HAS  58-303  
(T)  are  wrapped  with  plain  gold  sheet.  The  entire  hilt  of  
small  knife  HAS  60-1005  (T)  is  gold  covered.  The  use  of  
gold  suggests  a  special  purpose  for  (or  value  of)  these  ar-
tifacts.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  

Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)

PL.  6.13      One  of  two  Type  IIA2  dag-
gers  with  small  flat  iron  Type  III  blades  
set  into  a  (probably  wooden)  hilt  cov-
ered  with  gold  foil  (HAS  62-887,  UPM  
63-5-164).  UPM  neg.  no.  78153:31
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pole B (Ghirshman 1939: pl. 26, nos. 8 and 14) or the 
numerous examples from the Caucasus (e.g., Martiro-
cian 1969: pl. 19, nos. 1–6). !e key di"erence be-
tween these latter comparanda and the Hasanlu exam-
ples is that all of the Type IIA1a daggers from Hasanlu 
Period IVB, a contemporary iron dagger from Burial 
1 at Dinkha Tepe (Muscarella 1974:71, no. 1046), and 
an iron dagger from Nimrud (Stronach 1958: pl. 35, 
no. 7; Curtis, Collon, and Green 1993:12, no. 1) uti-
lize rivets to secure grip inlays and decorative inlays 
in the hilt while the comparanda do not. Similar use 
of rivets has been found on occasion on bronze Type 
IIA1a hilts from earlier periods, such as in Mesopota-
mia (Boehmer and Dämmer 1985: no. 647), in Talesh 
(Schae"er 1948: fig. 227, no. 9), and in Luristan (Over-
laet 2003: fig. 126); and on iron daggers from Early 

Iron Age eastern Anatolia (Belli and Konyar 2003:51, 
no. 2, p. 75, no. 1) and from Late Iron Age Georgia 
(e.g., Lordkipanidse 1991: abb. 39, no. 20).
 Type IIB sword/dagger hilts are highly distinc-
tive in this assemblage and no two are exactly alike 
(Fig. 6.29). !is hilt type is designed to appear as if the 
hilts are made from multiple pieces joined by bands 
of metal. !ey are actually made from a single piece 
of iron or copper/bronze marked into geometric seg-
ments, with flanges and rivets for securing inlays (Plate 
6.15a,b, Color Plate 6.14). All ten of these hilts consist 
of five segments—pommel, first spacer, grip, second 
spacer, and guard. Bands of copper/bronze wire sepa-
rate the geometric segments in the hilts. Pommel seg-
ments are semicircles, T-shaped semi-crosses, or hexa-
gons. Spacers are usually diamond shaped, although 

IRON

HAS 74-336*

HAS 62-517* HAS 64-291

HAS 62-565* HAS 74-461*

HAS 62-511 HAS 70-333

HAS 74-N740

HAS 62-606

3 cm

5 cm

SWORD/DAGGER HILTS -- TYPE IIB

5 cm

FIG.  6.29      Sword/dagger  Type  IIB  hilts  appear  to  be  made  of  sepa-
rate  pieces  of  metal  but  are  actually  a  single  core  piece  wrapped  
with  metal  wires  and  bands  that  separate  the  different  compart-
ments.  The  stamp  seal  (HAS  62-606,  T)  was  associated  with  HAS  
62-517  (T).  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  taken  from  Object  Cards,  

field  notes,  and  photographs)

PL.  6.14      Three  Type  IIA1a  iron  hilts  (top  to  bottom:  HAS  
59-878,  UPM  60-20-296;  HAS  59-655,  T;  HAS  59-696,  T).  
UPM  neg.  no.  78107:30
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in one hilt (HAS 74-336) simple rings are used (see 
Type IA2 hilts). !e grip segment can be diamond-
shaped, hexagonal, circular, or semicircular. Guard 
segments can be square, stepped square, semi cross, or 
in one example, a semicircle. !is last shape is unique 
and seen in only one sword whose guard is inlaid with 
two small circles of what appears to be frit (HAS 62-
517; Fig. 6.29). !e blades associated with all Type IIB 
hilts are made of iron, showing a consistency of mate-
rial selection for blades even though the materials for 
the hilts vary.
  Type IIB sword/dagger hilts have no obvious 
comparanda. An argument might be made that this 
hilt type derives from earlier wavy hilts with notches 
in the grip like those from Marlik (Negahban 1995: 
pl. IV), but such a comparison is tenuous at best and 

is more relevant to a discussion of Iron Age II–III 
iron swords/daggers from Luristan (Overlaet 2003: 
figs. 131 and 133). !e best visual parallel for Type 
IIB hilts are the swords depicted on Neo-Assyrian 
reliefs (Madhloom 1970: pls. 20–23). !ese swords 
are worn by the elite (high-ranking o#cers, priests, 
and kings) and their hilts appear to be made up of 
the same geometric shapes as those in the Hasan-
lu Type IIB hilts. Male figures wearing sheathed 
swords with possible Type IIB style hilts are also 
depicted on Neo-Hittite reliefs from Zincirli (e.g., 
Luschan 1902: abb. 103), but like the Type IA hilts, 
actual swords with Type IIB hilts have not been 
found in the region.
  It is interesting to note that the most signifi-
cant change in the Neo-Assyrian depictions men-
tioned above is seen in the renderings of the long, 
slender swords of Ashurnasirpal II and Shalmane-
ser III prior to 824 BC (Madhloom 1970: pl. 20, 
nos. 1–2) versus those of the shortswords of Ti-
glath-pileser III (744–727 BC) (ibid.:44–46 and 
pl. 20, no. 7). !is shift may be significant in terms 
of the chronology of Hasanlu Type IIB hilts. Al-
though the shapes of both Neo-Assyrian hilt types 
fall into the Hasanlu Type IIB category, only the 
later swords of the 8th–7th centuries BC might be 
considered a variant of the Hasanlu hilts.
  !at said, only one Type IIB sword in the 
Hasanlu Period IVB corpus (HAS 74-336, T; Fig. 
6.29) is very similar to the Neo-Assyrian represen-

tations. !ere are two possible explanations for this. 
First, Hasanlu Type IIB swords may have belonged 
to Assyrian o#cers of the late 9th century who were 
somehow involved in the sacking or defense of Hasan-
lu. Alternatively, these attractive Type IIB bimetallic 
swords, comprised of bright silvery iron and golden 
tin-bronze in various combinations, may be an indig-
enous Hasanlu style that was adopted by the Assyrian 
elite after the fall of Hasanlu and then utilized for the 
next two centuries. !e fact that one shortsword with 
a Type IIB hilt (HAS 64-291) was found in a Period 
IVB burial on the Lower Mound supports the idea 
of local or regional production, or at least local utili-
zation at Hasanlu. Of course, a better understanding 
of the evolution and precise chronology of Assyrian 
swords and daggers is needed before any such con-
clusions can be proposed with any certainty (Barron 
2010).

COPPER/BRONZE ARROWHEADS

IRON ARROWHEAD COPPER/BRONZE  HILT, WITH 
GOLD, SILVER,  & BONE INLAY

COPPER/BRONZE BLADE

BONE INLAY

COPPER/BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

WEAPONS FROM HAKEMI & RAD EXCAVATIONS

SCALE UNKNOWN

SCALE UNKNOWN

SCALE UNKNOWN

FIG.  6.30      Blade  type  weapons  published  by  Hakemi  and  Rad  
(1950).  Numerous  iron  arrowheads  like  the  one  shown  (upper  
left)  and  the  two  bronze  arrowheads  (lower  left)  were  found  in  the  
same  quiver.  The  copper/bronze  sword  hilt  was  inlaid  in  the  grip  
with  bone  and  with  silver  secured  by  a  gold  rivet  in  the  pommel.  
A  tanged  copper/bronze  blade  is  shown  to  the  right  of  the  hilt.  
Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (drawings  are  based  on  the  published  images  and  

are  not  to  scale)
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Bimetallic Blade-type Weapons
 While terrestrial iron was already known by 
the 3rd millennium BC (Yadin 1963: pls. 144–145; 
Waldbaum 1999) and iron blade-type weapons were 
occasionally found in Mesopotamia, as at Tell Asmar, 
in Early Dynastic IIIa contexts (Mallowan 1971:305) 
and in Syria at Chagar Bazar 5 in Early Dynastic IIIB 
contexts (ibid.), examples of bimetallic weapons only 
appear in the 2nd millennium BC. !ey are found at 
Ras Shamra (a battle axe; Richardson 1943:72) and 
at Nuzi (a sword; Starr 1937: pl. 125, KK). Bimetal-
lic weaponry did not become reasonably common 
until the 1st millennium BC (Moorey 1994:285). 
In northern Iran, bimetallic blade-type weapons are 
quite frequent. !ey have been excavated at Hasanlu, 
Khurvin (Vanden Berghe 1964: pl. 34, no. 227), Sialk 
B (Ghirshman 1939: pl. 26, no. 7, pl. 50, no. 45c), 
in Talesh (Schae"er 1948: pl. 60; Khalatbari 2004: 
figs. 49–52), and at many sites in Gilan such as Kal-
uraz (Hakemi 1972:6), Dailaman (Egami, Fukai, and 
Masuda 1965: pl. 55, no. 41; Sono and Fukai 1968: 

pl. 52), Marlik (Negahban 1995: figs. 31–33 and 39, 
nos. 11 and 16; pl. 3, nos. 32–33, tomb 1, fig. 14), 
and Ghalekuti (in a tomb attributed to Iron Age III; 
Haerinck 1988). Similar finds are reported from east-
ern Transcaucasia at Syunik (Xnkikyan 2002: pl. 23, 
no. 1; Chernykh 1992:287–89), Astkhi-blur (Esayan 
1976: figs. 122 and 140, no. 5), and from Talyche at 
Mouci-yeri (de Morgan 1889:91) and Makarashen 
(Martirocian 1964: fig. 80, no. 5).
 Two points are worth making here about bi-
metallic weaponry in the Iron Age as seen from the 
perspective of the Hasanlu Period IVB corpus. First, 
bimetallic weaponry is not a ubiquitous phenomenon 
in Southwest Asia at this time. Although extremely 
common in sites of northern Iran, combinations of 
iron and copper/bronze are found only rarely in other 
regions. Second, the bimetallic metalworkers of Iron 
Age Iran did not utilize bronze and iron interchange-
ably. Instead, these materials had specific applications, 
as demonstrated by the frequent combination of iron 
blades with bronze sword/dagger hilts but not the re-

PL.  6.15a,b      Type  II  iron  sword  blade  with  Type  IIB  copper/bronze  hilt  (HAS  59-482,  T).  
UPM  neg.  no.  78107:27,  28
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verse. !is practice suggests that although Iranian 
metalworkers still worked iron using bronze-working 
techniques (Pigott 1980), they understood the physi-
cal di"erences between the two materials and utilized 
them for their specific properties. It may also suggest 
an aesthetic choice for iron blades with bronze hilts 
over bronze blades with iron hilts—both of which ap-
pear in the bimetallic spearheads at Hasanlu.

Discussion

 !e typology of the Hasanlu Period IVB blade-
type weaponry presented here is preliminary. !e clas-
sification of artifacts is always a somewhat subjective 
exercise, so we have attempted to explain our ratio-
nale in categorizing the large corpus of artifacts. Once 
additional weaponry from other Iron Age sites in the 
Near East is published, and if scientific excavations 
at Hasanlu are resumed, this typology will no doubt 

need revision or at least refinement. Until then, this 
typology is presented in order to make this major cor-
pus of armaments available for the benefit of future 
scholarship.
 !e Hasanlu IVB period coincides with a dy-
namic period of technological innovation, when glass 
first came into common production (Stapleton, Chap-
ter 4, this volume) and iron superseded tin bronze and 
other copper-base alloys for the production of utilitar-
ian objects. !is change is most apparent in the pres-
ence of transitional skeuomorphs (e.g., the Type IIA1b 
iron dagger hilts discussed above that imitate copper/
bronze forms) and in the use of bimetallism.

Arrowheads

 !e corpus of arrowheads from Hasanlu Period 
IVB is not only diverse in terms of materials utilized, 
but spans a thousand years of arrowhead types from 

HAS 60-316*

HAS 58-58*HAS 72-71*

HAS 74-26*HAS 72-67HAS 57-149

HASANLU VI-V HASANLU III

HAS 74-N9 HAS 62-25

5 cm5 cm

HAS 72-N346

HAS 72-8

FIG.  6.31      Blade  type  weaponry  from  periods  other  than  Period  IVB:  Period  VI  obsidian  point  
(HAS  72-67,  T);  Period  V  copper/bronze  lappet-flanged  dagger  (HAS  57-149,  UPM  58-4-11)  is  a  char-
acteristic  Iron  Age  I  form  which  does  not  occur  in  Period  IV.  Period  III  copper/bronze  arrowheads  
of  types  that  do  not  appear  earlier  than  Iron  Age  III  at  Hasanlu.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua  (*drawing  

taken  from  Object  Cards,  field  notes,  and  photographs)
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the barbed lithic points of the late 3rd/early 2nd mil-
lennium BC to the ubiquitous leaf-shaped iron points 
of the 1st millennium BC. Even the bilobate and tri-
lobate arrowheads of Hasanlu Period III (Fig. 6.31), 
long considered to be indicative of Scythian or Cim-
merian invaders, could have been derived from a com-
bination of the barbed/winged copper/bronze points 
and the socketed iron arrowheads of the preceding 
Hasanlu IVB period. !is may suggest some level of 
indigenous development of weaponry forms in north-
west Iran that has hitherto not been realized.
 In terms of comparanda, it is quite clear that al-
most all the diagnostic arrowheads show closest rela-
tions to the west (Hittite and Mitannian sites) and to 
the north (Talesh, Marlik, and Transcaucasia). !is is 
well demonstrated by the Type III bone arrowheads 

from Hasanlu IVB, which have parallels with bone 
bolts from both Dailaman (Egami, Fukai, and Ma-
suda 1965: pl. 60, nos. 14–19; Fukai and Ikeda 1971: 
pl. 27, no. 7) and Alishar (von der Osten 1937: fig. 
270). In contrast, the barbed Type IIA1 bone arrow-
heads are almost exclusively related to Anatolian sites 
(e.g., Malatya). !e barbed arrowheads made of cop-
per/bronze and iron also demonstrate relations with 
the west and north, although they have much greater 
similarity to northern regions such as Talesh/Talyche 
and Urartu (e.g., Karchaghbyur).

Spearheads

 !e corpus of spearheads from Hasanlu Period 
IVB is less variable than that of the arrowheads in 

PL.  6.16      Group  of  iron  spearheads  (left)  and  iron  sickles  (right)  in  situ  in  BB  V,  Rm  4a.  UPM  neg.  no.  93089
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both material and form, and there are fewer diagnostic 
pieces with far-ranging comparanda. !e quantity and 
homogeneity of the hundreds of iron spearheads seem 
to suggest that they were locally produced (Plate 6.16). 
Iron spearheads are also the only weapon type found 
consistently in graves of the cemetery on the Lower 
Mound at Hasanlu.
 While iron spearheads appear to have become 
utilitarian and standardized in style throughout the 
Near East in the 1st millennium BC, the bimetallic 
spearheads are unique to Hasanlu. !ey were prob-
ably produced locally as the technique and style have 
not been found elsewhere. On the other hand, it must 
be remembered that few sites in northern Iran con-
temporary with Hasanlu Period IVB (with the pos-
sible exception of Marlik) have been excavated and 
published. !is absence of data makes any generaliza-
tions about the early Iron Age periods very problem-
atic. At Hasanlu itself, only a very limited exposure of 
the Iron Age I levels (Period V) have been excavated 
(Dyson 1977). 
 Copper/bronze spearheads from the Hasanlu 
IVB level are of the same shapes as those in iron (ex-
cluding the two unique Type I spearheads, HAS 72-
51 and HAS 72-52), yet they are relatively rare. It is 
possible that they are heirlooms from the 2nd millen-
nium, when socketed bronze spearheads first appeared 
at sites in northeastern Iran (Schmidt 1933: pl. 69, 
no. H770), Mesopotamia (Hauptmann and Pernicka 
2004: nos. 782–789), Anatolia (Erkanal 1977: taf. 15), 
and the Caucasus (Rubinson 1977:238).
 !e absence of tanged spearheads at Hasanlu is 
quite extraordinary given the prevalence of this form 
in bronze throughout the 2nd millennium of the Near 
East and more locally at sites in northern Iran such 
as Marlik. Whether this di"erence is chronological or 
reflects regional cultural patterns remains to be deter-
mined.

Swords/Daggers

 !e corpus of swords and daggers from Hasanlu 
is truly exceptional and contains a wealth of art histor-
ical, archaeological, and archaeometallurgical implica-
tions that this study has only begun to explore. Except 
for the Hittite-style copper/bronze sword with sloping 
taper (HAS 58-241), the Type I swords/daggers from 
Hasanlu show closest parallels to northern Iranian and 

Transcaucasian sites of the late 2nd/early 1st millen-
nium BC. Some of these comparanda are quite close, 
such as those for the crescent-shaped guards with grips 
consisting of rings (Type IA2) and the saddle-shaped 
pommels on Type IB bimetallic hilts. !ese two types 
are both found in Talyche/Talesh. 
 In contrast, the Type IIA1 sword and dagger 
hilts seem to be a distinctly ‘Iranian’ type with closest 
parallels to both the north (e.g., Marlik and Talesh) 
and south (e.g., Luristan). If we subdivide this type, 
it seems quite clear that Type IIA1a hilts (those with 
straight grip, mushroom- or crescent-shaped pommel, 
and poorly defined or absent guard) are more closely 
related to examples from northern Iranian sites, while 
Type IIA1b and IIA1c hilts are paralleled at southern 
and western Iranian sites. However, the use of rivets in 
all the Type IIA1 hilts from Hasanlu is a feature dis-
tinctive to this region, to regions west of Iran, and to 
Luristan. In contrast, rivets are almost entirely absent 
to the northeast in Talesh/Talyche and Marlik, etc.
 Type IIB hilts are significant for their idiosyn-
cratic use of compartmented geometric shapes and 
their aesthetically pleasing use of bimetallism, and 
because they have no known comparanda for their 
shapes other than representations on later Neo-Assyr-
ian and possibly Neo-Hittite reliefs. While Type IIB 
swords and daggers provide the only evidence within 
the Hasanlu corpus of blade-type weaponry for a pos-
sible Assyrian connection, the reliefs from Khorsabad, 
Nimrud, and Nineveh were carved a century or two 
after Hasanlu was destroyed. While this comparison 
may encourage those scholars who continue to assert 
that Hasanlu was destroyed by Sargon II in his ram-
page across western Iran (e.g., Medvedskaya 2005), 
the absence of other demonstrably Assyrian types is 
notable. It is important to remember that Hasanlu 
was fully capable of inventing and producing its own 

FIG.  6.32      Plan  of  the  Hasanlu  IVB  destruction  
level  showing  placement  of  arrowheads.  Note  the  
high  concentration  of  arrowheads  on  the  eastern  
side  of  the  settlement.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua
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metalwork (de Schauensee 1988). !us, these Type IIB 
sword/daggers may represent a Hasanlu-derived local 
style that was adopted by the Assyrians after the fall of 
Hasanlu at the beginning of the 8th century.

Spatial Distribution

 A preliminary spatial analysis was carried out 
for the arrowheads, spearheads, and dagger/swords 
in order to try to place the corpus into context (Figs. 
6.32–6.34). !e analysis focused on type and material 
distribution. While a full spatial analysis of the blade-
type weaponry must await more detailed reconstruc-
tion of the di"erent floor levels in each building and 
the artifacts found in association with the weapons, 
certain distinct patterns have emerged that are useful 
to highlight here.
 For example, there are significantly larger con-
centrations of arrowheads in BB II, V, and IVE rela-
tive to BB IV, IE, IW, or any part of the Western Slope 
(Fig. 6.32). !is may suggest that the invading forces 
positioned their archers (or concentrated their fire) on 
the eastern side of the settlement. Large clusters of iron 
arrowheads in BB V and IVE suggest the stockpiling 
of weapons in these buildings—perhaps for returning 
fire. Arrowheads, particularly those made of iron, were 
found mostly around the edges of open areas such as 
the Lower Court, often around gateways and entrance 
halls of buildings. Intriguingly, many bone arrowheads 
were found in these areas, suggesting that bone arrow-
heads were used as weapons, not just for hunting small 
game as has long been supposed (Color Plate 6.15).
 Certain areas appear to have had more of the 
unusual arrowhead types, such as copper/bronze and 
Type II arrowheads (both of which are more common 
in the 2nd millennium BC and thus possibly heir-
looms). !ese areas, notably Rooms 14 and 15 in BB 
II and Room 7b in BB IV, appear to have been storage 
rooms for prestige goods.
 BB III had both a large number of arrowheads 
(relative to nearby buildings) and by far the greatest 
diversity of types among all the burned buildings. For 
example, of the 33 Type II arrowheads found across 
the entire site, almost a third (9) came from BB III. 
!ey are made of all four materials used for arrow-
heads (iron, copper, bone, and lithic). !e reason for 
the great concentration of arrowheads and the diver-
sity of unusual types in BB III remains uncertain.

 In contrast to arrowheads, spearheads are fairly 
evenly distributed across the High Mound with the 
exception of the West Slope (Fig. 6.33). !is latter 
area was almost devoid of blade-type weaponry of any 
kind. Type II iron spearheads in particular were found 
everywhere and seem to have been the most common 
hand-held weapon during the battle. In certain rooms, 
notably the antechambers of the columned halls (BB 
IW Rm 2, BB II Rm 2, BB V Rm 4a, and BB IVE Rm 
7a), large numbers of iron spearheads were often found 
among the skeletons, suggesting the desperate defense 
of these structures. !e large number of iron spear-
heads, especially wedges (Type IC) in BB VI, may sup-
port the idea that this structure was a storage room or 
armory (Color Plate 6.16).
 Almost all of the copper/bronze and bimetallic 
spearheads were found in BB II, mostly in Room 8. 
!ey may have been stored in this room along with 
other artifacts of value. !e three copper/bronze pikes, 
including the two unusual spiked variants (HAS 72-
51 and HAS 72-52), were found together in BB IV/V 
Room 1. BB III continues to stand out from the oth-
er structures due to the relative dearth of spearheads, 
with the exception of a significant number of unusual 
Type III points (4). Indeed, of the 14 identifiable Type 
III spearheads, 8 come from the northwest area of the 
Mound (BB III, VII–VIII).
 Compared to the arrowheads and spearheads, 
there are relatively few swords or daggers from Hasan-
lu and many are unique in style. !is makes spatial 
patterning di#cult (Fig. 6.34). Generally speaking, 
swords and daggers are found throughout the settle-
ment, with certain areas (e.g., BB VI and BB V Rooms 
14, 15) apparently serving as storage rooms for this 
type of weaponry. Rarely do specific types cluster in a 

FIG.  6.33      Plan  of  the  Hasanlu  IVB  destruction  
level  showing  the  distribution  of  spearheads.  
Note  the  even  distribution  of  iron  spearheads  
across  the  mound  and  the  high  concentration  
of  copper/bronze  and  bimetallic  spearheads  in  
specific  locations.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua
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meaningful way. !e single case where this occurred 
is in BB IW Room 2 (antechamber to Room 5) where 
five Type IA1 daggers/shortswords and one Type IB1 
sword were found in the fill of its upper story. As dis-
cussed above, both of these types are diagnostic of the 
Transcaucasian region. !eir clustering in this room 
deserves further research that is beyond the scope of 
this chapter.

Conclusion

 !e corpus of blade-type weaponry from Hasan-
lu Period IVB exhibits cultural parallels with many re-
gions across Southwest Asia, as one would expect of an 
important site situated on the geopolitical crossroads 
that is northwestern Iran. !e areas with the least 
comparanda to the Hasanlu IVB corpus are probably 
those to the south and southwest—Luristan and As-
syria—while those with the most are sites to the north 
and northeast in the Caspian littoral and Transcauca-
sia. !e limited comparanda with Assyrian metalwork 
is particularly striking, given the presence of Assyrian 
imports and local imitations of Assyrian styles found 
in other artifact classes (Winter 1977; Muscarella 
1980; Marcus 1996).
 Interactions between Hasanlu and the Cau-
casus have been discussed by a number of scholars 
(e.g., Pogrebova 1977; Medvedskaya 1982; Muscarel-
la 1994; Biscione 2003; Rubinson and Marcus 2005) 
and are well established. What is less well understood 
is the relationship between Hasanlu and the north-
ern Iranian cemeteries of Persian Talesh and Gilan 
(including Dailaman and Marlik), which share both 
weaponry types and certain iconographic and ideo-
logical features (Pigott 1977; Kawami 2005). !ere 
is also a dearth of research on cultural interactions 
between Hasanlu and the Hittites, especially the 
later Hittite settlements of eastern Anatolia (e.g., 
Carchemish, Koruçutepe, Malatya). !e early mas-
tery of iron by the Hittites and the well-developed 
iron technology in the Hasanlu Period IVB weapons 
corpus stand in contrast to sites in the Caucasus and 
northern Iran which remain predominantly bronze-
working cultures. A systematic study of the relation-
ship between the two areas could answer many open 
questions about the development of armaments and 
the spread of metallurgical technology in the early 1st 
millennium BC.

 A most pressing question concerning the Period 
IVB destruction layer at Hasanlu as presented here 
is “Who’s to blame?” !at is, can an analysis of the 
weaponry provide any evidence for the identity of the 
sackers of this important settlement in northwestern 
Iran at the end of the 9th century BC? !e answer is 
maybe, but it will take future analysis of the bladed 
weapons in their archaeological context with associ-
ated finds, including other weapon types, to answer 
this question.
 We must remember that just as pots do not equal 
people, neither do weapons. Just because a certain 
type of spear or sword seems to derive from a particu-
lar region or culture does not necessarily mean that 
the people wielding the weapons were also from that 
area. For example, one of the most spectacular Type 
IIB hilts (HAS 62-517)4 was found in the columned 
hall of BB II (Room 5). It had a complete blade and 
nearly intact scabbard (Plate 6.17, Color Plate 6.18) 
(Muscarella 1989: fig. 14) with an adhering hammer-
head stamp seal (HAS 62-606) (Marcus 1996: no. 
56A). According to Marcus, this stamp seal had been 
used to seal a jar excavated in a di"erent building, 
thereby attesting to its local use at the time of the de-
struction. !e seal itself is of Marcus’s Syro-Palestin-
ian group, with comparanda from Hittite sites such 
as Bo$azköy and Carchemish (ibid.:114). To compli-
cate matters, the sword and seal were found next to 
a teenage skeleton (SK 263) wearing three lion pins. 
Was this young person a Hittite (based on the seal), 
an Assyrian (based on the nearest comparanda for the 
sword), or a local occupant? !is question cannot be 
answered given the chaotic looting of materials dur-
ing the sacking. It merely demonstrates some of the 
pitfalls associated with trying to assign origins, eth-
nicities, or political a#liations to the weaponry and 
its bearers—pitfalls that will have to be explored in 

FIG.  6.34      Plan  of  the  Hasanlu  IVB  destruction  
level  showing  the  distribution  of  the  sword  and  
dagger  hilt  types.  Note  the  eveness  of  their  distri-
bution.  Kimberly  Leaman  Insua
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future studies of this corpus. Perhaps future aDNA 
studies will provide new data that will help to help 
to resolve these questions (see Dulik, Chapter 8, this 
volume).
 Besides these methodological constraints, the 
biggest problem in trying to assign weapon types to 
specific regions is the lack of published material from 
Early Iron Age sites in Southwest Asia. As McCon-
chie (2004:113) has written in regard to the Caucasus, 
“very few sites containing pre-Urartian phases may be 
said to have many metal objects let alone iron objects. 
In particular, a paucity of iron finds in the northeast-
ern highland region and at the very large sites of Ho-
rom and Metsamor are significant in comparison to 

iron’s dramatic and contemporary appearance at sub-
stantial western Iranian sites such as Hasanlu in the 
Iron II period (1100–800 BC).”
 Is it truly the case that one region made and 
used thousands of iron weapons while another re-
gion of equal socio-political prowess made and used 
none? Given that iron does not survive well in many 
archaeological contexts, and even when it does it rare-
ly maintains its original form and is often, therefore, 
under-reported, are we biasing our understanding of 
the data simply by assuming that absence of evidence 
is evidence of absence? Even when large numbers of 
metal weapons were found, as at many of the 8th cen-
tury Urartian fortresses (e.g., Karmir Blur), only a few 

PL.  6.17      The  teenager  (SK  263)  was  found  in  BB  II,  Rm  5  with  a  Type  IIB  sword  (HAS  62-517,  T)  near  his  or  her  right  knee.  S/he  
wore  numerous  personal  ornaments,  including  three  lion  pins.  UPM  neg.  no.  76303
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examples in iron have been published (e.g., a sword; 
Piotrovsky 1969: fig. 87).
 !is lacuna in the archaeological literature is 
true not only for Urartu, but also for Assyria, Baby-
lonia, Syria, Anatolia, and many other regions of the 
late 2nd/early 1st millennium BC. Until the arma-
ments from sites in those areas are published in full, 
the Hasanlu IVB typology remains limited in its 
ability to draw strong conclusions about the develop-
ment of weaponry and the interregional connections 
documented by the movement of these same weap-
ons across the ancient Near East. We hope, however, 
that this study has presented new insight into cultural 
relations between the settlement of Hasanlu and sur-
rounding areas, despite the limited comparisons.

%&'()
1. Classification for this typology is derived from a combina-
tion of firsthand study of artifacts in the University of Pennsyl-
vania Museum and study of the Object Cards now housed in 
the Hasanlu Project Archives. Information derived solely from 
Object Cards may not be as reliable as that for objects in the 
Museum. A complete set of the typology figures is repeated on 
the DVD.
2. Copper/bronze spearhead HAS 64-440 has a similar flat-
tened and grooved mid-rib.
3. In this chapter we will refer to the area north of the border 
of the former Soviet Union by its Russian name of Talyche and 
the portion to its south by its Persian name of Talesh. 
4. Corrects typographical error in Marcus 1996:113 where 
the number is given as HAS 62-512.
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